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of the figures. The inturned ribs or beads 
2 now act as spacers to maintain portions 5 
and 6 of the cardboard in spaced` positions, 
the separation'of these portions decreasing 
inwardly to a point 7 Where the adjacent 
faces are in cont-act and adhesively secured 
together. "There are thus formed enlarged 
or practically tubular edge structures of the 
completed board, with the longitudinal 
edges 8 of substantial width or having a sub~ 
stantial face area, and these longitudinal 
edges are, moreover, smooth and conveXly 
rounded and especially the corners 9 are 
smoothly rounded to avoidsharp corners 
which might injure delicate fabrics. 
Where the `portions of the main card~ 

board vsheet 1 outside the creases or fold ` 
lines 2 are relatively narrow, a substantial 
space remains between the inner edges 10 

" of these marginal portions, as shown in‘Fig-> 
ure 1, and in that case another sheet'12 of 
similar or other suitable fibrous material is 
adhesively _secured to the central portion of 
the main sheet 1 to fill the space between the 
edges 10 and produce a completely finished 
board having a perfectly smooth exterior 
surface, and with its entire longitudinal 
central portion of uniform thickness and 
with thickened or tubular edges as above de 

" " scribed. The completed board, while consist- 
ing of practically only two thicknesses of 
cardboard or the like, and very light in 
weight, has very substantial strength and 
stiffness especially against >transverse bend 
ing, on‘account of the thickened or tubular 
edge structure, ̀ and is amply strong for the 
purposes in view, and is evidently very in 
expensive, owing to the simple methods by 
which it may be made and the small amount 
of inexpensive material required.y 
Figure 3 illustrates a modification in 

which the margins et“ or portions outside_the 
fold lines> Q_. Figure 6, are much wider than 
in the case of Figure 1, sufficiently so that in 
ward parts of these portions overlap, and no 
separate or additional facing sheet, such as 
12 of Figure 1, is required. .To avoid any 
irregularity in the thickness ofthe board 
owing to the overlap of portions Ál“, when 
such an irregularity is undesirable, the over 
lapping portions may be skived or beveled 
as at 14, adhesive being applied as indicated 
kby stippling to secure the skived portions to 
gether. Otherwise the structure may be 
substantially the same as in the case ofFig 
ure 1. » 

Figure 5 .shows another modification in 
which the edges ~16 of cardboard portions 4“ 
are cut off straight and square and butt 

6,0 jointed, that is brought closely together to 
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provide a suitable edge connection without 
overlap or irregularity. ' 
ÑVhen desired edge strips 20 of suitable 

material may be adhesivelyy secured along 
the longitudinal edges 8 of the completedl 
board, these strips being applied before the 
board portions Vare foldedto final position 
or afterward as may be Convenient orde~ 
sirable. These edge strips may be of any 
suitable highly flushed or d-ecoratve paper, 
or in some cases may be of textile fabrics, Y 
and they serve to present a decorative ap 
pearance and> also to still further protect 
from injury delicate fabrics which maybe 
wound or lapped upon the board. 
lVhat I claim is: 
1. A cloth board or similar article com 

prising a main sheet of cardboard or simi 
lar fibrous material having a broad central 
portion >and narrower marginal portions de 
fined by longitudinal creases, saidmarginal 
portions being folded over and adhesively 
secured to the main central portion of the 
sheet, and the creases having inwardly pro~ 
jecting reenforcing portions providing lon 
gitudinal edges of substantial depth and 
rounded contour. . ' 

2. A cloth board or similar article com~ 
posed of fibrous sheet material such Vas card 
board and consisting substantially of only 
two layers of the material adhesively se 
cured together, portions of the -two layers 
being integrally joined by longitudinal edge 
portions of the board of substantial edge 
depth and of smooth andrrounded contour «l 
and .including inwardly projecting beads, 
one face of the board being smooth and de» 
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void of any seam or joint and the other face " 
including a smoothly finished joint consist 
ing of edge portions of the material. . 

3. A cloth board or the like composed of 
a single sheet of fibrous material such as 
cardboard including a continuous broad 
portion and narrower portions folded on 
longitudinal fold lines which constitute the ' 
ledges of the board and adhesively secured 
to said broad portion of the sheet, and 
with closely meeting edges, said edge por 
tions of the board being of depth sub 
stantially greater than twice the thickness 
of the sheet material and including inte 
gral inturned bead-crease members which 
space adjacent portionsl of the sheet away 
from each other'for a moderate distance in 
ward from'said longitudinal edges. ` 

Signed at Brooklyn. in the county of 
Kings and State of New York, this 5th day 
of Oct. A. D. 1923. ~ 

_HARRY BRIDGMAN SMlTH. 
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